
Installation principals
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1. Know your product

2. Know your installation environment

3. Lay accordingly

Floated and adhesive fixed floors



Know your product
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With prefinished flooring products are 

going to differ between manufacturers 

and between product types (bamboo 

moves more than engineered). 

Take note of what the products are 

like from those suppliers you use. This 

comes with experience.

Checking the product …look at the 

samples for imperfections and how 

well they join.

Check the batches as different 

batches may have different 

tolerances.



Know your product
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Are there manufacturer limitations 

on the use of the product ?

If material is doubtful as to grade, manufacture 

or factory finish, do not install it and contact your 

supplier immediately. 

The installation site should have a consistent room 

temperature of 15 - 24°C (59 - 75°F) and humidity of 

40 - 65% 14 days prior installation to allow for proper 

acclimation and there after, to allow for proper 

acclimation. 

If living in a humid location what can 

you do about this kind of statement?

Even though our products are inspected many 

times, some grading deficiencies may occur (in up 

to 5% of the floor area). 

Are there some things about the 

product that the owner’s should 

be made aware of ?



Know your product
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Product concerns can relate to batch 

differences and different colour tones. 
What can you do here? 

If you find a problem contact the supplier 

and have evidence of your conversation 

by email confirmation, screen shot etc.

Sometimes you need to continue what do you 

do?… only proceed if it can be made to 

work and that you have confidence in 

your supplier. 

Also make the client aware 

and stop work until the 

problem is addressed. 



Know your product
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Prior to laying put 10 boards together and measure over them

This gives you the initial average board width – record it!

Note that 137mm wide flooring could be 137.0mm or perhaps 137.3mm.

How does 

this help 

us?



Know your product
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Should expansion 

or shrinkage 

occur after 

installation it can 

then be assessed 

against the initial 

measurements.



Know the installation environment
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Walk around the house and 

look for:-

- Landscaping up against the 

house?

- Have weep holes been 

rendered over? 

- Could water leak through 

patio doors?



Know the installation environment
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Walk around the house and look 

for:-

- Consider the external ground 

level to the floor height?

- Is the floor below ground 

level?

- Is the house on the low side 

of the road?

- Is moss or similar growing on 

brickwork and also above the 

DPC?



Know the installation environment
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Look inside the house particularly for moisture 

issues – past and present. Look for:

- Discolouration on walls from moisture

- Mould that may be present from shower or 

other leaks.

- The condition of skirtings and looking for any 

swelling.

- Rusty nails and rusty smooth edge

- Lumps in the floor through the carpet

- How level or flat the floor is when walking on it.



Know the installation environment
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How should the these 

potential moisture issues 

be assessed and 

handled? Who’s job is it 

to fix them?

Were owners made 

aware that when pre-

existing floor covering 

are lifted there are at 

times problems needing 

addressing?



Know the installation environment
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Consider the likely movement after installation:

- Are the internal conditions likely to remain dry?

- Are the internal conditions likely to be variable 

with some heating, cooling and natural sea 

breezes.

This type of flooring is generally manufactured to 

suit drier environments so in more humid conditions 

expect greater floor expansion.

Are conditions too humid or too dry for the product?
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Moisture in subfloor spaces

Enclosed subfloor spaces must be dry!

Ensure site run-off water will drain 

away from the building perimeter and is 

prevented from entering enclosed 

subfloor spaces. 

The ground should also be graded so 

that no ponding is possible. Ensure 

landscaping and structural subfloor 

elements do not inhibit airflow.
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Moisture assessment  methods

The process of testing slab moisture

In slab RH Above slab RHMC by capacitance meter 

If we use a moisture vapour retarding barrier do we need to test slab moisture?
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Slab moisture assessment

The hood test is more commonly used with resilient flooring.

In-slab RH and moisture meters are more common with prefinished floors. 

If slab MC readings are below about 2% or in-slab RH is below 70% then the 

slab would be considered dry at that time.

Note also that moisture barriers to be used with type of flooring irrespective 

as a precaution. 

If readings are high how do you address moisture problems or do you just 

assume that the moisture barrier will do the trick?



Subfloor preparation
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• Subfloor flatness for Laminate flooring should not exceed 2mm per m (but varies)

• Subfloor flatness for Engineered wood flooring should not exceed 3mm per m

• Subfloor flatness for Bamboo wood flooring should not exceed 3mm per m

Manufacturer instructions  take precedence. Which of the above is hardest to achieve?

Excessive sub-floor variation leads to:
1. Excessive “deflection” of the panel underfoot.
2. “Crackling” noise associated with movement within 

the edge joint.
3. Excessive “drum” sound associated with foot traffic.
4. Board joints coming apart in floated floors.
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Slab subfloors may need grinding to 

remove high spots and contaminants and 

levelling compounds to fill hollow spots. 

Sub-floor preparation

For direct adhesive 

fix, slabs need to be 

clear and sound. 

Levelling compounds 

need tensile strength.
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Measuring slab flatness

A straight edge and taper gauge can be                                        

used to determine flatness.

Mark in red ( for remove the hump) and                                         

mark in green the low spots to map the floor.

Take into consideration the board direction. Checking 

perpendicular to the run of boards is very important. Why?

You need to make it work for the product being installed.
High

Primed 
where low
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Primers and levelling compounds

The required flatness is often achieved by part 

levelling and part grinding. 

Areas are primed and levelling compound 

applied. Next day residual primer removed if it 

is an adhesive fixed floor. Flatness checked 

and meniscus at the edges feather.

Some flood the floor with leveling compound. 

This is quick, effective but product is expensive. 

Balance labour vs product costs.

Under adhesive fixed floors levelling 

compounds require ‘tensile strength’.
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Protecting the floor from subfloor moisture

Continuous ‘Damp-Proof’ is considered 

mandatory under all floating floors. A moisture 

vapour retarding barrier is generally 

recommended under direct stick applications.

Subfloor moisture can deform the panels and 

cause excessive panel expansion. 

Combination underlay systems are effective 

when installed correctly. Separate plastic 

layers of 150um-200um are the best option 

for knowingly wet, heated or problematic 

floors.
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Where to start with the laying

Whether you start in an ‘easy’ or 

‘hard’ place often depends on 

experience. With less experience 

an it is often better to start from an 

easy place.

An ‘easy’ place is a good long wall, 

measure the room and setout 

according to the board width. If it is 

a difficult house, many rooms, you 

can plan the outcome as easily.

. 
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Where to start with the laying

First and last boards 

need to be fairly wide to 

avoid taper look. Also 

avoid ‘H’ boards. Laser 

help with the set up.

For adhesive fixed lay 4 

rows and leave till next 

day. Why?

Undercut all door jams 

and locate control joints 
prior to commencement. X
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Cutting door jams

Door jams need to be cut with a Fenn or 

similar saw. With some equipment the likes of 

aluminium door jams can be cut.

Fire door jams are NEVER cut although fire 

doors may be cut down by an appropriately 

licensed contractor. With fired doors expansion 

allowance is still required. The usually has 

silicone sealant applied that may need some 

adjustment if the floor moves. Note that 

silicone with reject applied floor finishes.

Take care!
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Underlay selection

Floating floor underlays must provide the 

following:-

• Correct amount of compression, not too 

much, not too little.

• Continuous damp proof equivalent to 

150um plastic or greater. 

• Low co-efficient of drag to provide 

maximum slip.

• Optimize or reduce foot fall, multi-storey

noise as applicable.

• Also consider ease of handling and 

transport, cost.
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Acclimatisation

The word acclimatise often has a different meaning to that used with 

solid timber flooring. 

Some manufacturers recommend no acclimatisation is necessary, 

others indicate to use processes used with solid timber flooring while 

others state that storage for 2 to 10 days in the installation environment.

In general, the intention of these guidelines is to bring the temperature 

of the new flooring close to that of the indoor environment. Panels 

therefore not being subjected to temperature shock and distortion on 

opening.
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Expansion allowance

Traditionally, laminate and engineered wood floors are produced at 8 - 10%  
moisture content. Bamboo 7 to 9%. These moisture contents are often below the 
in-service moisture contents they will obtain. As such they expand substantially 
under almost all conditions.

HDF core products are homogenous, as such they expand equally in length and 
width. Generally this is less than 2mm per lineal meter but equally in both 
directions.

Plywood and block core engineered products are heterogeneous, expanding 
more in the width than length. For more traditional products, 5 parts in the width 
: 1 part in the length. Growth in the width may exceed 3mm per lineal meter.



Expansion consideration between products 
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Although perimeter expansion is required with all floors there 

are specific aspects of importance that relate to each type.



Floating floors
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Common expansion trims for 
floating floors.



Floating floors – Installation procedure
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• After the subfloor has been prepared then the underlay and 
moisture barrier (if not integral to it) can be laid. Ensure the 
underlay is taped correctly and cover the whole floor area. 

• Check for damaged cartons and boards and don’t lay them.
• Do NOT lay in wet areas or over subfloors not recommended (e.g. 

carpet).
• Do NOT adhesive fix or mechanically fix the floor to the subfloor 

anywhere.
• Only lay over heated subfloors where the product permits.



Floating floors – Installation procedure
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1. Use spacers

2. Turn the board over mark and cut.

Flip lengthwise and lay.

3. If greater than 300mm long, flip lengthwise 

and use as the starter board on the next row.



Floating floors – Installation procedure
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1. Control joints 

at doorways

2. Intermediate 

expansion joints in 

wide and long floors

Expansion and control joints



Floating floors
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What is not right here?

Peaking



Bamboo movement
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From the testing above, solid SW Bamboo has higher rates of movement 
than other floated floor systems. Greater care with expansion is needed.

With no expansion 
joints this floor has 
skewed. This type of 
movement can 
result in unevenness 
and squeaking of 
the floor.



Bamboo movement
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Darwin has exceptionally large seasonal swings in humidity (wet season to dry 
season) and warm temperatures. The graph compares Darwin RH to Sydney. 
This 3.8m wide floated floor had 26mm of seasonal movement.

Note the quad in front of the skirting.
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General installation requirements

Floor installation

Manufacturers have 
specific installation 
instructions that need to 
be followed, product 
specifications, 
maintenance guidelines 
and warranties.
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General installation requirements

Summary of floating floor installation

Follow manufacturer's instruction as each will differ in their details but generally cover:-

1. Preparing the sub-floor

2. Compatible underlay 

3. Laying direction

4. Mixing colours

5. Not using any defective flooring

6. Expansion allowance

7. Laying sequence based on board lengths
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General installation requirements

Summary of adhesive fix floor installation

Follow manufacturer's instruction as each will be specific but these general principles 

also apply:-

1. Use of a moisture vapour retarding membrane compatible with the adhesive

2. Flexible polyurethane adhesives are generally recommended

3. Ensure a minimum 85% adhesion per board

4. Acoustic underlay may be used in conjunction

5. Perimeter gaps and control joints as per installation instructions are required

6. Do not direct stick laminate flooring


